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I. Emission cross sections
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This paper presents a set of xenon apparent emission excitation cross sections for emission lines that
Q have diagnostic value in the analysis of Xe-propelled Hall thruster plasmas. Emission cross sections
0 are presented for three excitation processes involving ground-state xenon atoms: e-+Xe, Xe'
0 +Xe, and Xe2++Xe. The cross sections are derived from luminescence spectra produced at

single-collision conditions. Apparent emission excitation cross sections are tabulated for 12 visible
0 and 8 near-infrared lines for electron energies ranging from 10 to 70 eV. In case of the near-infrared

lines, radiation trapping effects are accounted for by measuring the detailed pressure dependence of
the apparent emission cross sections and extrapolating to zero pressure. A semiempirical expression
for the pressure dependence is derived that allows zero-pressure extrapolation from threshold to
70 eV. Ion-induced cross sections are reported for the same emission lines at an energy per unit
charge E/q of 300 eV, chosen for typical Hall thruster operating voltages. Radiation trapping effects
are negligible for the ion emission excitation cross sections between 0. 1 and 2.0 mTorr in the
present luminescence experiment. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.2195018]

I. INTRODUCTION mas, plasma properties in oscillatory5--8 and transient99 oper2
ating modes, and thruster body erosion characteristics.

Hall effect thrusters (HETs) are high-specific impulse Attempts have been made to determine the effective electron
alternatives to chemical propulsion systems of spacecraft. In temperature,'13" 4 the electron energy distribution,15 and the
HETs, a gas, typically xenon or krypton, is efficiently ionized atomic xenon number density and excitation rates for xenon
in a discharge, and positive ions are electrostatically acceler- species16 using passive optical approaches. In all these cases,
ated to generate thrust. The performance, plasma character- a plasma collisional radiation model (CRM) was required to
istics, and durability of HETs are extensively evaluated both quantify parameters from the radiation measurements. A key
in ground-based test facilities and in space. Basic character- component of such a model is a set of emission cross sec-
istics of HET plasmas such as charge species densities and tions associated with the energy transfer processes that lead
temperatures have been traditionally measured by various to population of states that radiatively relax through emission
plasma probes. However, at HET conditions, traditional in the spectral region of interest. Proper implementation of a
plasma-probe diagnostics are affected by problems such as CRM has been primarily hampered by the lack of a compre-
the perturbation of the local environment by the probe, the hensive cross section set.
complexity associated with interpreting the probe character- The present paper focuses on emission excitation cross
istics, and detrimental effects in regions of high temperatures sections for Xe-propelled HETs. Optical radiation in a Xe
(e.g., in the HET discharge). Consequently, HET plasma pa- HET plasma arises from electron and ion-atom collisions, of
rameters reported from probe experiments exhibit significant which the most important contributors can be assumed to be
disparities. Optical plasma diagnostics circumvent these
problems and are thus an attractive alternative to probe mea- e- + Xe - Xe* + e- (1)
surements.

It has already been demonstrated that optical emission
spectra observed in the HET discharge and plume can pro- + (q + l)e-, (2)

vide important information on the thruster plasma operating
conditions, thereby permitting predictions of the thruster mi- e- + Xe --* q+* + qe-, (3)
croparameters based on short duration, nonintrusive experi-
ments. Passive optical experiments on HETs have been used
to investigate general emissive properties1- 4 of HET plas- e- + Xem - Xe* + e- (4)

')Present address: AFSC/SESD, 9700 G Avenue SE, Kirtland AFB, NM -Xeq+* + (q + I)e-, (5)
87117.

h)Present address: AFRIJPRAS, 1950 Fifth Street, Wright Patterson AFB,

O1 45433. Xe+ + Xe -4 Xe+* + Xe*, (6)
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Xe2
++ Xe - Xe2+* + Xe* (7) its microscopic parameters such as the electron energy dis-

tribution, plasma densities, and ion charge ratios. Preliminary

,Xe+ + Xe+*. (8) experimental results 14 from our laboratories have demon-
strated nicely that the luminescence spectra associated with

The asterisks in processes (1)-(8) signify excited species that ground-state target atoms [processes (1), (2), and (6)-(8)]

either lead to optical emissions or long-lived metastables that exhibit marked differences in the near-infrared (NIR) and

transfer the excitation in subsequent electronic or atomic col- visible (VIS) depending on the excitation species and energy,

lisions. q defines the charge state of the respective ion. Su- thereby establishing the plasma diagnostic value of these

perscript m indicates metastable states. Due to the size and measurements. Most notably, relatively high NIR emission

relativistic nature of the xenon atom, accurate theoretical cross sections were measured for Xe*+Xe collisions, sug-

computations of excitation cross sections are highly chal- gesting that ionic collisions contribute significantly to the

lenging. Approximate models, including the distorted wave thruster radiance, particularly in plasma regions with low

approximation and a classical approach by Gryzinski' 7 and electron temperatures where ion collision rates at energies
Bauer and Bartky,is have been demonstrated to lead to a above emission excitation thresholds can compete with elec-

broad range of predictions. Colonna et alt19 modeled excita- tron excitation rates. All previous efforts in diagnosing

tion cross sections for Xe 5p 56s levels from the ground state thruster emissions only considered electron excitation func-

using such methods, which resulted in differences ranging tions.

from a factor of 2 for optically allowed transitions to factors In the present paper, NIR and VIS emission lines, ob-

of 3-4 for forbidden transitions. For transitions between ex- served in single-collision beam experiments for processes

cited states, the uncertainty can be expected to be even (1), (2), and (6)-(8), are evaluated with respect to their diag-

higher. A clear validation of a CRM based on such estimated nostic value. Qualitative comparison is provided between

cross sections thus has proven to be very difficult. spectra obtained in the beam experiments and recordings
While theoretical approaches normally determine direct made from the discharge and plume of a TSNIIMASH D-55

excitation or level-transition cross sections, optical experi- anode layer thruster (TAL).2 1 24 We have identified 8 NIR

ments generally produce apparent emission cross sections and 12 VIS lines associated with dissimilar upper states for

that include excitation via all possible cascades from upper which emission excitation cross sections are tabulated for a

states. (Nonoptical approaches, such as electron and ion en- significant number of electron energies ranging from

ergy loss experiments, do not have the resolution required to 10 to 70 eV. Additionally, for the same lines, emission exci-

resolve the individual xenon states.) The use of experimental tation cross sections are provided for ion-atom collisions at a

apparent cross sections in a CRM reduces considerably the single value of the ion energy per unit charge, E/q

complexity of a model that predicts optical spectra because =300 eV, a typical value for HETs. This is justified given the

the complex web of level-to-level kinetics does not have to weaker energy dependence of the respective ion collision

be treated explicitly since a large fraction of it is inherently cross sections at the high energies and the relatively narrow

incorporated in the apparent emission cross sections. Fons ion energy distribution in a nondisturbed HET.25-27

and Lin measured apparent cross sections for electron ex- Because the beam experiments are conducted at substan-

citation of ground-state Xe 5p 6 to the Xe 5p 66p levels and tially higher pressures in comparison with typical HET oper-

demonstrated that the cross sections are strongly affected by ating conditions, the pressure dependence of the measured

the xenon target gas pressure and by the optical radiation apparent cross sections must be elucidated in detail. All tabu-

pathway of the particular experiment. Pressure and pathway lated values are zero-pressure extrapolated (optically thin

determine the optical opacity along the line-of-sight of the limit). A semiempirical analytical expression is derived that

experiment. The observed radiation trapping effects occurred renders the pressure and energy dependence of radiation

despite the fact that the emission lines investigated in their trapping effects and thus permits utilization of the cross sec-

work involved near-infrared transitions to the excited Xe tions at experimental conditions that are not optically thin.

5p 56s levels, and are thus only indirectly coupled to the In a companion paper (Part H),28 a simple CRM is pro-

ground state of the atom. Consequently, emission cross sec- posed and implemented in the analysis of spectra observed

tions determined in one experiment do not apply to experi- from a D-55 TAL. The model is based on the present cross

ments run at different optical opacity conditions. Further- sections and a qualitative analysis of the xenon species exci-

more, models have not included ion-atom collision excitation tation and deexcitation mechanisms in the HET plasma, in-

[processes (6) through (8)], and no measurements are known cluding effects due to long-lived metastables.

to us that provide the respective cross sections in the energy
interval of tens to hundreds of eV. II. EXPERIMENT

The measurement of luminescence spectra associated A. Luminescence experiment
with processes (1)-(8) as a function of collision energy rep-

resents a first step toward determining the utility of a passive The luminescence experiments at the Air Force Research

optical diagnostic method for Xe-propelled HETs. If the ob- Laboratory consist of propagating an electron or ion beam

served spectra exhibit significant differences for different through a collision cell containing a Xe target gas. Figure 1

processes, and are considerably dependent on the collision is a schematic of the collision cell providing the important

energy within a range pertinent to the thruster, analysis of the dimensions to allow assessment of the radiation path lengths.

thruster's emission spectra could provide information about The collision cell has highly reflective inner surfaces and is
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25 mm SIDE cell equipped with a 0.3 cm diameter aperture. Xenon target
pressures similar to those in the electron beam experiments

Faraday Cup are used.
The wavelength is calibrated using emission lines from

Ion/e .Beam ,. mercury and neon lamps. The spectral response of the detec-
tor is determined using a halogen-tungsten lamp. All emis-
sion spectra are normalized with respect to the exposure
time, ion beam current, and the spectral response of the de-

FRONT tector. The normalized line intensities are converted to the
e Baonline excitation cross sections using the single-collision ex-B pression

Gas Fee Pressure Manometer IFb

L Lght IbNObGhhl' (9)
Guide where o-r is the energy dependent emission cross section at

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the target gas cell used in beam lumi- the frequency vi, I, is the normalized experimental emission
nescence studies. Side (top) and front (bottom) views are drawn on the same intensity in energy units per second, I, is the beam intensity
scale. The plate with the exit aperture is electrically insulated from the rest (particles/s), Nob and Gb correspond to the gas number den-
of the cell to assess beam divergence. sity and an experimental geometric factor associated with the

light collection efficiency, respectively, and Fb is the beam
coupled via a fused silica fiber bundle to a 0.156 m (F/3.7) divergence factor which is dependent on the beam energy.
Czerny-Turner spectrograph that is positioned outside the Divergence factors of Fb= 1 and F,=0. 16 are determined for
vacuum chamber. The spectrograph is equipped with a 70 and 15 eV electron beams, respectively. The geometric
Princeton Instruments liquid nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled factor Gb consisting of the product of the effective solid
device (CCD) array detector. The emission spectrum is ob- angle and the effective path length is determined from abso-
tained following the subtraction of a background spectrum lute electron-induced emission intensities observed for sev-
that is measured at the same conditions as the luminescence eral transitions at 30 eV and the corresponding apparent NIR
spectrum but with the charged particle beam deflected off the emission cross sections measured by Fons and Lin20 extrapo-
instrument axis. For the investigated spectral ranges, a lated to zero pressure. In both the present experiment and
50 am slit was used. Dependent on the wavelength range, that of Fons and Lin, the low-pressure limit of experimental
we used a 1800 groove/mm grating with either a 400 nm or sensitivity was 0.1 mTorr. The calibration, pressure depen-
500 nm blaze, or a 1200 groove/mm grating with a 600 nm dence measurements, and comparison with experimental
blaze. The spectral resolution [full width at half maximum cross sections reported by Fons and Lin will be discussed in
(FWHM)] is -0.07 nm for wavelengths _-800 nm and de- detail in Sec. III B.
creases to -0.10 nm for wavelengths >800 nm.

The electron source consists of an electron gun followed B. Hall thruster experiment
by a three-element lens system that produces an electron
beam of - 1 eV FWHM. In the electron beam experiments, a Optical spectra of the D-55 TAL were recorded at the
target cell entrance aperture of 0.165 cm diameter is used. TSNIIMASH test facility. The vacuum chamber was
The Xe gas pressure in the cell is measured with a capaci- equipped with a large window for optimal data acquisition in
tance manometer and did not exceed 2 mTorr, thereby ensur- the TAL near-field plume and discharge regions. General fea-
ing single-collision conditions. The electron beam current is tures of the TALs as well as detailed information about their
monitored both on a Faraday cup following the exit aperture design and performance characteristics may be found in the
of the collision cell, and on the cell exit aperture, which is literature. 2-24 The TAL spectra used for qualitative compa-
electrically insulated from the cell. The comparison of the rision with beam luminescence spectra were recorded using
two currents allows quantification of the beam divergence, an Ebert-Fastie 0.5 m F/6 scanning monochromator that was
which is particularly important at the lowest electron ener- equipped with a commercial photomultiplier tube (PMT).
gies of the present work. The electron beam energies are The monochromator had two exchangeable gratings with
controlled by the dc potential difference between the electron 1200 grooves/mm optimized for working in the VIS and IR
source anode and the collision cell. spectral regions. The PMT had a multialkaline photocathode,

Ion-induced luminescence spectra are measured using a providing high response from the VIS through the NIR
previously described setup at the Air Force Research wavelength region. Radiation from the TAL plasma was fo-

29,30Laboratory. A xenon ion beam is generated in a dc cused at the monochromator entrance slit with the use of a
plasma discharge ion source. The Xe++Xe emission cross quartz lens, which improved the light collection efficiency
sections are found to be independent of the source anode and confined the instrument field of view. Entrance and exit
voltage between 25 and 85 V. The discharge is the most slits of the monochromator were set between 0.05 and
stable at 85 V. The ion beam is accelerated into a Wien 0.4 mm to optimally meet the requirements of high signal-
velocity filter for ion charge state selection, then decelerated to-noise ratio and satisfactory spectral and spatial resolu-
to the desired energy and propagated through the collision tions. The wavelength resolution varied from about 0.1 nm

Downloaded 27 Jun 2006 to 146.153.144.35. Redistribution subject to AlP license or copyright, see http:iljap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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in the TAL discharge spectra to about 1 nm in those plume
spectra with the lowest radiation intensities. The discharge Xe + Xe (300 eV)

region covered by the monochromator aperture was about
mm, while a 20-30 mm plume scalar region was pro- I

jected onto the monochromator aperture.
Ne-, Xe-, and Hg-Ar discharge lamps were used for

wavelength calibration. The TAL spectrum is very dense, Xe2 
+ Xe (600 eV)

thus leading to important higher-order emissions from strong
near UV and VIS lines. These lines were carefully filtered in | ,
the VIS and NIR regions. The spectral response of the instru- L 1
ment, including all optical elements and windows, was rou-

tinely measured. This was accomplished by replacing the e*'Xe (15 eV)
thruster with a calibrated halogen-tungsten lamp.

Due to sputtering, the test facility window experienced
loss of transparency in some long duration experiments.
Variation of the window transparency in these experiments
was carefully monitored. TAL discharge spectra were peri-
odically recorded at reference operating conditions character- 0" + Xe (70 e.)

ized by highly stable radiation intensity. Precautions were
undertaken to ensure that radiation reflected from the test
chamber walls did not interfere with the radiation measured
from the TAL plume plasma. In order to block the reflected a ... ................

discharge radiation, the vacuum chamber walls were covered 0oo 50o 600 700 Bo0 900 1000
with highly absorbing black paint and a simple optical trap WAVELENGTH (nm)
was mounted along the line of sight of the spectrometer. In
addition, dedicated tests were carried out that failed to detect FIG. 2. Comparison of Xe beam luminescence spectra at representative

energies covering the full spectral range of the present study. The intensities
reflected radiation at levels exceeding 5% of the true plume are plotted on a relative, linear scale.

signal.
A thorough investigation was conducted to determine the

background pressure above which the Xe I emissions were not vary greatly with energy at the respective high energies,

affected by radiation trapping effects. The background pres- this is not the case for the relevant electron energies, as the

sure was changed by either varying the xenon mass flow rate marked difference between the 15 and 70 eV spectra demon-

or reducing the number of vacuum pumps serving the cham- strates. The 15 eV e- and 300 eV Xe+-induced spectra are

ber while acquiring spectra. The variation of the relative in- the simplest where significant intensities are only observed

tensities of the Xe II and Xe III lines was insignificant over above -800 nm when the spectra are plotted on a linear

the investigated background pressure range of p intensity scale, as in Fig. 2. The high relative intensity of the
=0.06-0.15 mTorr. Relative intensities of the Xe I lines re- NIR lines is not surprising since they are associated with

mained almost constant up to a pressure of about transitions from the lowest excited 5p 56p(6p') levels that

0.12 mTorr, above which intensities grew slightly (10%- have excitation energies between 9.6 and 11.2 eV. The elec-
15%) when the pressure was raised to 0.15 mTorr. It is, tron collision spectrum obtained with 70 eV electrons exhib-

therefore, concluded that at pressures below 0.15 mTorr, ra- its a dense VIS spectrum, but the NIR emissions are still the

diation trapping effects were negligible in the TAL emission most intense. Many of the VIS lines are produced in process
measurement. All measurements discussed in the present pa- (2) and associated with Xe It ionic emissions. In case of the

per were acquired at lower background pressures. Xe 2+ +Xe-induced emissions, the VIS spectrum also contains
important Xe Ii contributions. The significant Xe it emission

Ill. RESULTS intensities suggest that process (8) might play a role in HETs
along with the primary Xe t1 excitation mechanism (3). Pro-

A. Qualitative comparison of beam luminescence and cess (8) is exothermic by -9 eV, and, therefore, excitation
TAL radiation spectra of one of the product Xe+ ions can occur with little energy

Figure 2 compares luminescence spectra observed over transfer. The asymmetric charge exchange cross section at
the VIS and NIR spectral ranges for 300 eV Xe++Xe [pro- E/q=300 eV was determined to be 2.8±0.9 A.2'3,

cess (6)], 600 eV Xe 2++Xe [processes (7) and (8)], 15 eV Figure 3 compares beam measurements to typical spec-

e-+Xe, and 70 eV e-+Xe collisions [processes (1) and (2)] tra observed in the discharge and plume of the TAL in the

at near single-collision conditions. The ion collision energies NIR spectral region. The beam experiment spectra are nor-
are representative of typical Hall thruster operating condi- malized with respect to the ion beam current and target gas

tions. The spectra are all corrected with respect to spectral pressure of each respective measurement and are plotted on

sensitivity. It is readily seen in Fig. 2 that the four lumines- an absolute intensity scale. The line near 970 nm and some
cence spectra are significantly dissimilar, both in relative and other lines in the longer wavelength region of the Xe 2++Xe

absolute intensities. While the ion-induced cross sections do spectrum are attributable to second order emissions of corre-
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TAL plume emissions AL phume emissions

I F II TM. discharge emissions Adicagemson

10 0.3 -
a +Xe (300 eV) 0 X*" + Xe (300 eV)

6
4 0.1

c: 0.8 Xe92. 4 Xe (600 eV) X0"* X& ( V)S0.6

"I oe .o

02.55

0. 001 -01A ý1,L ].
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104 0.10
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WAVELENGTH (nm) WAVELENGTH (nm)

FIG. 3. Comparison of TAL discharge and plume spectra with Xe beam FIG. 4. Comparison of TAL discharge and plume spectra with Xe beam
luminescence spectra at representative energies in the 800-990 nm spectral luminescence spectra at representative energies in the 400-600 nm spectral
range (NIR). The beam spectra are plotted on the same absolute intensity range (VIS). The beam spectra are plotted on the same absolute intensity
scale (normalized with respect to neutral density and beam intensity), scale (normalized with respect to neutral density and beam intensity).

sponding strong lines in the VIS region of the spectrum. It is Figure 4 compares TAL discharge and plume spectra to
seen that the absolute intensities of the Xe+-induced emis- beam luminescence spectra in the 400-600 nm range. In this
sions are comparable with the 15 eV electron impact excita- wavelength region, the TAL discharge emission spectrum re-
tion intensities, a first hint that 300 eV Xe+ may produce sembles more closely the 70 eV electron-induced spectrum.
excitation rates that are competitive with those of electrons at semb l ume sely the othe r hand, ex tsum.The VIS plume spectrum, on the other hand, exhibits many
low electron temperatures. features observed in the Xe2 *+Xe luminescence spectrum.

All four luminescence spectra exhibit marked differ- This is not surpsising, because the VIS spectrum is featured
ences in the relative intensities of the NIR lines. The relative by strong Xe 11 emissions. However, caution is advised in
intensities of the discharge spectrum of the thruster compare drawing conclusions from the resemblance between beam
qualitatively closest to the e- (15 eV) spectrum. Meanwhile, and TAL spectra in regions of the spectrum where Xe ib are
the plume NIR spectrum appears to be composed of a com- ant beca in egion of xe sp ectr on im-

bination of Xe+ and low-energy (- 15 eV)-electron-induced present because the excitation of xenon ions by electron im-emissions, as best observed by comparing the intensities of pact [process (3)1 is likely to play a more important role
the lines at 823 and 828 nm. The ratio 1823/828 increases given the high ionization fraction in HET plasmas and the
theaines atwhe3an d 828tThe electron1energy e crease s f lower excitation energies associated with electron-ion lumi-
rapidlynescent collisions. This is further discussed in Part .28
70 to 15 eV. At 15 eV, however, the ratio is still smaller than
that observed in the TAL plume spectrum in Fig. 3. The B NIR emission cross sections
Xe+-induced spectrum exhibits the highest 1823/1828 ratio, and
thus a combination of the 15 eV electron and the ion-induced As demonstrated in Fig. 3, the NIR Xe I emission line
spectrum is capable of reproducing the TAL plume ratio. intensities have promising plasma diagnostic properties.
Thus, already a qualitative analysis of the spectra in Fig. 3 Meanwhile, the NIR spectrum is not congested so that a
suggests that ion-atom collisions are an important contributor spectrometer with modest resolution can record accurate in-
to HET plasma emissions. tensities. The most intense lines are associated with emis-
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a- or(E,p) = -c(E,O) + O((E,O)f(p),11)
20

b where o-,(E,O) signifies the pressure independent cascades
- 30 eV that occur instantaneously after excitation, and the second

"15 term in Eq. (11) represents the cascades that occur due to.9 lS--e--Present

Fons and Lin reabsorption of radiation. Note that the factor f(p) does not
F a depend on energy. Equations (10) and (11) can be rewritten

10 to0

o-,(E,p) = or,(E,0) I + " f(p) , (12)

5[ o-,(E,0)
where o0,(E, 0) = ard(E) + o-r(E, 0). The ratio between the zero-

0 _pressure cascade and total cross section is modeled by

CL C4 o.-(E,O) -A, l.

Line (nm) (13)

FIG. 5. Comparison between present scaled electron impact apparent emis- -c (E,O) =0, E<•11.5 eV,
sion excitation cross sections of the respective NIR lines at 30 eV to those oat(E,O)
derived from the measurements of Fons and Lin (see Ref. 20).

where 9.8 and 11.5 eV represent the average excitation en-

sions from the 2pi (Paschen notation) excited states, for ergies of 2pi and cascade levels, respectively. f(p) is pro-

which Fons and Lin conducted an extensive study on the posed to be represented by

electron excitation cross sections.20 Those measurements are f(p) = C(1 - e-' 2 . (14)
used to calibrate the geometric factor G of the present ex-
periment [Eq. (9)]. An important problem affecting the deri- Equation (13) captures the threshold behavior of emission

vation of useful cross sections for these lines is the signifi- cross sections while Eq. (14) simulates the growth in pres-

cant pressure dependence at the conditions of beam sure effect that eventually terminates at a value C. n and y

experiments. As demonstrated by Fons and Lin,20 the pres- are curvature parameters. The (I -e-) factor describes the

sure dependence is associated with radiation trapping effects radiation trapped in the viewing volume in a single emission-

due to cascade transitions from states that are optically reabsorption cycle. The exponent associated with the factor

coupled to the ground state. Fons and Lin 20 examined the describes the average number of such cycles. Since it is

radiation trapping effects of all lines associated with the 2pi found that setting the exponent equal to 1 or 2 does not make

levels at electron energies of 30 and 50 eV. The G factor of a significant difference in the quality of the fits, the exponent

the present experiment is calibrated by recording measure- was set to 2 to minimize the number of adjustable variables.

ments for pressures ranging from 0.1 to 2 mTorr at an elec- The final semiempirical expression for E> 11.5 eV is then

Iron energy of 30 eV and scaling the measurements extrapo- given by

lated to zero pressure to the same NIR line excitation cross ( [ E- 11.5)n(

sections reported by Fons and Lin. This leads to an agree- oa-(E,p) = 1-(E,0) 1+ a )(- e-r,)21 (15)

ment within 10% for all lines except the 2p8 emissions at I E

881.9 nm, where the present measurements lead to -50% where a=AC. The adjustable parameters that are indepen-
higher cross sections. We do not have an explanation for this dent of energy are determined in an iterative procedure to

discrepancy. The comparison between the present, scaled reproduce the pressure dependences at 30 and 50 eV for the
emission excitation cross sections and the zero-pressure ex- two experimental sets. Note that y depends on the effective
trapolated values of Fons and Lin is shown in Fig. 5. pressure, which is the pressure integrated along the radiation

For the sake of deriving reliable zero-pressure extrapo- transmission path. Consequently, it depends on the experi-
lated cross sections over a large impact energy range, and for mental geometry.
the inclusion of optical opacity effects in a CRM suited for Figure 6 is an example of a fit of Eq. (15) to present
test chamber analysis, a semiempirical model is derived with measurements of the pressure dependence of the apparent
parameters that are adjusted to fit the pressure dependences excitation cross section of the 2pq level, as measured on the

recorded at electron energies of 30 and 50 eV in both the 904.5 nm line at an electron impact energy of 50 eV. The
experiments of Fons and Lin, and the present experiment. apparent excitation cross section of this level exhibits a
The total cross section, o-,(E,p), excited by an electron of strong pressure dependence. The present cross sections are
energy E in a Xe gas at pressure p is given by significantly lower than the values determined by Fons and

o-,(E,p) = oa-d(E) + o-,(E,p), (10) Lin, suggesting higher optical opacity in their experiments
given the relatively good agreement at 30 eV.

where oad(E) is the direct excitation cross section, and Having determined the constants a, n, and y, the zero-

o'c(E,p) is the excitation cross section through cascade tran- pressure cross sections corresponding to the optically thin
sitions from higher excited states. The latter can be written as limit can be determined from the electron energy dependence
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14. .. ............. to be from different upper states of the 2pi series, thus en-

2p9, 50 eV * suring that each line is associated with a different excitation
o 12 . .history. The upper states are also listed in the table along- 12

with the respective excitation energies. The calibration of the
10 spectral sensitivity was validated by measuring branching

a * fractions for lines stemming from the same excited state.
0 Good agreement exists with branching fractions measured by

66 Fons and Lin and others reported in the literature.32 The table
4 also lists the adjustable parameters in Eq. (15) that describe

the pressure dependence. In all cases, Eq. (15) is found to
2  produce a satisfactory representation of the measured pres-

I sure dependence.0 , , Having calibrated the collection efficiency of the present
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 optical experiment based on the cross section measurements

p (mTorr) by Fons and Lin, 20 first measurements of ion-induced emis-

FIG. 6. Pressure dependence of the 2p9 level apparent emission excitation sion cross sections were possible. Table I also lists the ap-
cross section for 50 eV electrons (filled circles). The solid line is the mod- parent emission excitation cross sections for 300 eV (E/q)
eled pressure dependence using Eq. (15). ions. The pressure dependence of the respective cross sec-

tions was also examined. No significant cross-section growth
of apparent emission cross sections measured at target gas with pressure could be identified at the same cell pressures
pressures at which adequate signal levels are achieved. The examined in the electron beam work. A cursory look at the
zero-pressure cross sections derived from present measure- energy dependence of the emission cross sections was also
ments at 1.45 mTorr are shown in Table I for eight selected conducted. The ion-induced emissions gradually increase be-
lines with appreciable intensities. The lines have been chosen tween 100 and 300 eV; however, the increase is such that,

TABLE 1. Emission cross sections in units of 10-1 cm-2 
for selected 5p'6p(p') (Paschen notation: 2p,) NIR lines at selected electron energies, E(e-), and for

E/q=300 eV xenon ions. All cross sections correspond to zero-pressure values. The original spectra were recorded at a cell pressure of 1.45 mTorr and
converted to zero-pressure values using parameters a, n, and y of Eq. 15, for energy in units of eV, cross section in 10-18 cm

2
, and pressure in mTorr. E0 is

the excitation energy of the respective level.

Lines

X (nm) 788.7 823.2 828.0 834.7 881.9 904.5 916.3 980.0
E(e') Upper level 2p, 2P6 2p.j 2P3 2

ps 
2
p9 2

P7 2
pio

(eV) E0 (eV) 9.57 9.82 9.93 11.05 9.72 9.69 9.79 9.58

10 0.002 0.037 0.23 0.0 10 0.093 0.024 0.038 0.047
12 0.006 2.23 1.68 0.02 7.01 1.28 1.54 2.29

15 1.09 11.35 9.42 3.96 37.40 7.14 12.95 18.09
17 1.49 13.14 12.01 4.83 38.80 8.78 15.09 17.05
19 1.79 12.89 14.89 5.08 34.30 8.87 14.91 14.17
21 2.39 11.63 17.94 5.05 26.90 8.18 13.61 11.19

23 2.92 9.58 18.47 4.49 19.92 7.11 11.02 7.98
25 3.54 7.84 18.77 4.03 15.29 6.22 9.27 6.06

27 3.19 6.03 16.80 3.14 10.21 4.74 7.06 4.13

29 3.21 5.76 16.01 3.07 8.99 4.28 6.58 3.58
31 3.05 5.55 15.05 3.04 8.13 4.04 6.24 3.32

35 2.71 5.15 13139 2.94 6.54 3.66 5.52 2.48
40 2.05 4.31 11.12 2.63 4.74 2.97 4.61 2.04

45 1.78 4.11 10.42 2.45 4.33 2.57 4.37 1.87
50 1.70 3.81 9.74 2.29 3.97 2.23 4.10 1.74

55 1.77 3.74 9.72 2.26 3.90 2.10 3.98 1.75
60 1.98 3.52 9.26 2.12 3.59 1.90 3.66 1.56
65 1.67 2.96 7.92 1.81 2.86 1.56 3.17 1.34

70 1.16 2.62 7.18 1.60 2.41 1.34 2.82 1.14

a 1.394 1.356 1.297 0.275 0.768 3.669 3.000 1.354

n 19 15 16 8 13 35 15 8
y 0.75 0.65 1.47 2.00 0.69 2.56 2.02 1.70

Ion
Excitation

Xe÷ 0.942 29.23 3.90 3.13 69.11 18.67 20.73 32.71

Xe
2
. 0.244 10.1 1.00 1.02 18.31 5.70 9.31 6.75
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TABLE II. Emission cross sections in units of 10-18 cm
2 for selected VIS lines at selected electron energies, E(e-), and for E/q=300 eV xenon ions. The

spectra were recorded at a cell pressure of 1.5 mTorr. E0 is the excitation energy of the respective level from the ground state of the atom or ion. All energy

values are in eV.

Xe(1) lines Xe(II) lines

X (nm) 484.4 492.1 497.3 504.5 519.1 526.2 529.2 541.9

Upper 462.4 467.1 473.4 480.7 6p 6p 6p' 6p' 6p 6p' 6p 6p

level 
3 p6 3p8 2P3 3p5 (

4
Do°12) (

2Do(
2
P

0 ) (
4D),2) (

2
D2(2) (4P) (4D°,2)

E(-) E, 10.99 10.97 11.05 11.01 14.10 15.26 16.08 16.46 14.93 16.36 13.89 14.07

10 0.00016 0.00046 0.00017 0.00013 0.00142 0.00054 0.00024 0.00021 0.00013 0.00069 0.00528 0.00371

15 0.43 0.75 0.09 0.17 0.17 0.28 0.005 0.0037 0.01 0.10 0.07 0.19

20 0.45 0.51 0.11 0.19 0.18 0.29 0.005 0.0040 0.01 0.09 0.08 0.18

25 0.38 0.34 0.11 0.27 0.18 0.24 0.003 0.0023 0.01 0.06 0.14 0.17

27 0.36 0.29 0.10 0.29 0.39 0.31 0.02 0.01 0.07 0.13 0.88 0.93

30 0.30 0.30 0.10 0.27 0.69 0.59 0.20 0.11 0.28 0.63 1,89 1.93

35 0.23 0.36 0.11 0.23 0.91 0.80 0.52 0.31 0.51 1.16 2.56 2.76

40 0.21 0.49 0.10 0.21 0.96 0.94 0.93 0.61 0.68 1.68 2.87 3.09

45 0.21 0.55 0.10 0.20 0.82 0.88 1.09 0.77 0.68 1.71 2.55 2.77

50 0.21 0.51 0.09 0.20 0.68 0.77 1.03 0.72 0.60 1.54 2.15 2.48

55 0.21 0.45 0.09 0.19 0.59 0.68 0.92 0.65 0.53 1.37 1.89 2.26

60 0.20 0.40 0.08 0.18 0.52 0.61 0.83 0.57 0.49 1.25 1.71 2.10

65 0.16 0.33 0.07 0.15 0.42 0.51 0.68 0.47 0.42 1.04 1.40 1.80

70 0.15 0.31 0.06 0.14 0.39 0.47 0.65 0.45 0.41 0.98 1.29 1.69

Ion
Excitation

Xe* 0.63 1.31 0.19 0.28 0.83 0.58 0.10 0.03 0.29 0.22 1.34 1.02

Xe2+ 1.48 2.45 0.23 0.03 21.8 9.4 3.17 1.82 8.83 8.28 40.3 33.6

when convoluted with a typically observed ion energy section with pressure in the 0.1-2 mTorr range of the beam

distribution 25-27 of a Hall thruster operated at 300 V, the experiment was negligible in all listed cases except for minor

application of the present values at 300 eV per charge unit is pressure effects for the 2p 3 line at 473.4 nm. A CRM for the

sufficiently accurate for modeling purposes. VIS region of the spectrum, therefore, can apply the cross

Table II lists the emission cross sections determined for sections of Table II without pressure correction.

specific VIS lines with potential diagnostic value. Cross sec-

tions could only be determined for lines at wavelengths IV. DISCUSSION
where the spectral sensitivity could reliably be determined

with our halogen tungsten lamp (X > 450 nm). VIS lines as- We present electron and ion-beam-induced luminescence

sociated with the same upper state of a NIR line with known spectra in a xenon gas at single-collision conditions at con-

branching ratios were also used to ensure that the VIS spec- trolled beam energies. VIS and NIR spectra exhibit a marked

tral sensitivity was properly defined. The selected emission dependence on excitation energy and species, suggesting that

lines at 462.4, 467.1, 473.4, and 480.7 nm are associated the spectra provide information on plasma parameters such

with neutral excited states with excitation energies between as electron temperature and charge state densities. The spec-

10.97 and 11.05 eV. The emission lines at 484.4, 492.1, tra were used to derive emission cross sections for a set of

497.3, 504.5, 519.1, 526.2, 529.2, and 541.9 nm stem from VIS and NIR lines. Use of the emission cross sections in a

6p ionic states, respectively, with excitation energies ranging CRM must take pressure dependences of the apparent emis-

from 13.89 to 16.46 eV. These excitation energies corre- sion cross sections into effect, since the magnitude of radia-

spond to electron impact ionization thresholds between 25.02 tion trapping effects is highly line dependent. The electron

and 28.59 eV in reaction (2). For some ionic lines, the cross emission excitation cross sections for the NIR lines confirm

sections do not drop to zero at electron energies significantly important radiation trapping effects recently reported by

below the nominal threshold. This can be attributed to inter- Fons and Lin.20 These authors attribute the radiation trapping

fering neutral lines. For example, a 6s-7p neutral line at effects to cascade transitions from higher lying states that

484.3 nm is responsible for prethreshold signal recorded for populate the 5p 56p(6p') levels that are the upper states of

the 484.4 nm ionic line. A higher resolution experiment the prominent NIR lines. The upper states of some cascade

would be required to deconvolute the two contributions, transitions are optically coupled to the ground state through

Equally, the 526.2, 529.2, and 541.9 nm ionic lines are sub- vacuum ultraviolet transitions. Because the radiation due to

ject to contributions from weak neutral emissions at 525.1, transitions to the ground state can be reabsorbed by ground-

527.3, 528.6, 541.8, and 542.2 nm, respectively, state xenon atoms, successive absorption of the emitted

The pressure dependence was also examined for a num- vacuum ultraviolet photons increases the effective branching

ber of lines listed in Table II. The variation of emission cross ratio in favor of cascade transitions, thereby increasing the
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10.4 ...... teractions that increase with the relative nuclear velocity.33
,
34

Consequently, the excitation cross sections increase with ion
io energy and peak at energies much higher than observed for

Xe(300eV) electron collisions. In the present experiment, the ion emis-

, 10"10 823 sion excitation cross sections increase in the ion energy2I17U-.7 (E/q) range from 100 to 300 eV. Thus, cascade contribu-2p1828.O tions can be assumed to be much weaker for the ion emissionIE 10"11 828 -- 2P31834.7
1 - excitation cross sections.

: 2p811181.90 --o-- WII. The significance of the high ion emission cross sections

a 10-2 8 2 .o can be demonstrated by comparing the excitation rate coef-
1Z 1 --0- 2p23.2 ficients for electron and ion impact. Assuming a Maxwellian

10,13 .r . electron energy distribution and single ion energy, they are
0 2 4 6 8 10 given by

T2, eV
FIG. 7. Electron temperature dependence of Xe NIR line excitation rate k= j2E k dm exp(- o (16)

coefficients in the optically thin limit. The lines are identified with Paschen 0eke

notation (
2
pi) of the upper level and the respective wavelength in rum. The

horizontal arrows indicate excitation rate coefficients for 300 eV Xe' impact 2qeV
for the 823.3 and 828.0 nm lines (see Table III). kitn _ o0ion(eV) ", (17)

probability of emission in the NIR lines. The pressure depen- where Te is the electron temperature, k is the Boltzmann
dence is weakest for the 881.9 nm emission line that is as- constant, V is the acceleration voltage, M is the mass of the
sociated with the 2Ps J=3 level that is coupled to the ground xenon ion, and me is the rest mass of the electron. The elec-
state via a minimum of three transitions while all other levels tron temperature dependences of the rate coefficients calcu-
(J<3) have possible two-step (excitation, followed by cas- lated for electron impact NIR line excitation using the
cade transition to 2p level) mechanisms. present cross sections for optically thin conditions are shown

The present electron-induced emission cross sections in Fig. 7. Note that the logarithmic scale obscures the impor-
were calibrated by comparison with the results presented by tant relative line excitation rate dependencies which are dis-
Fons and Lin at 30 eV extrapolated to zero pressure. This cussed extensively in Part II. The rate coefficients for ion
provided a good agreement for all line excitation cross sec- impact excitation are listed in Table III. From the comparison
tions except for the the 2P8 emissions at 881.9 nm, where the between the electron and Xe+ impact excitation rate coeffi-
present measurements are -50% higher at low electron en- cients, it is seen that they are equal for the different NIR
ergies. The present higher values are supported by the fact lines at temperatures ranging between 1.9 and 2.7 eV. The
that the model developed in Part II either slightly underesti- horizontal arrows in Fig. 7 point out the 300 eV Xe+ impact
mates or agrees with the 881.9 nm intensity observed in TAL rate coefficients for the 828.0 and 823.2 nm lines. Thus, a
plumes and discharges, respectively. Probably the most sig- passive optical analysis of a Xe plasma characterized by low
nificant findings of the present paper are the high NIR emis- electron temperatures (< 10 eV) using the present intense
sion cross sections for Xe+ ions. For all of the selected eight NIR lines has to include the ionic contributions. This is fur-
NIR lines, no radiation trapping effects were detected at the ther discussed in Part II. Meanwhile, metastable population,
high ion energy of 300 eV per charge unit. The lack of pres- in particular population of the ls 5 state, which is the lower
sure effects on the apparent cross sections is not surprising state of the 823.3, 881.9, 904.5, and 980.0 nm transitions,
given the different mechanisms associated with electron and have important effects on the relative intensities of the
ion-atom inelastic scattering. In the case of electrons, the lines in the plasma. A quantitative analysis is also provided
direct interaction between the incident electron and the in Part II.
atomic electrons is responsible for the electronic excitation As the cross sections listed in Table II demonstrate, VIS
in the atom. At the present ion energies, the ion velocity is emission excitation rates associated with ground-state xenon
significantly lower than the velocities of the electrons that atoms are significantly lower. The largest cross sections are
are excited in the atom. In this low-velocity limit of ion-atom found for Xe 2+ excitation of ionic lines, mostly likely attrib-
collisions, inelastic scattering is induced by nonadiabatic in- utable to the asymmetric charge exchange process [Eq. (8)].

TABLE III. NIR ion impact emission excitation rate coefficients for EIq=300 eV xenon ions. Rate coefficients are given in units of 10-1 cm
3 s-i.

Lines

X (nm) 788.7 823.2 828.0 834.7 881.9 904.5 916.3 980.0
Upper level 2

p, 
2p6 2p5 2

p3 2
ps 2

p7 
2
plo

Xe+ 0.198 6.14 0.819 0.656 14.5 3.92 4.35 6.87

Xe
2
+ 0.072 3.01 0.296 0.304 5.44 1.69 2.76 2.00
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